09 mercury milan

Named after Milan , an Italian city, the Milan was sold across the to model years across a single
generation. The smaller of two model lines developed to replace the Mercury Sable , indirectly
succeeding the Mercury Mystique as the smallest Mercury sedan. Unveiled at the Chicago Auto
Show , the Milan was the first new Mercury sedan nameplate introduced since and would
become the final nameplate introduced by the division. Coinciding with the closure of Mercury,
the Milan ended sales after a shortened model year; the final vehicle was produced on
December 17, Virgin Islands , Mexico, and the Middle East. In contrast to the Sable, the Milan
was produced solely as a four-door sedan, marking the first time since that Mercury did not
offer a station wagon. Using a steel unibody chassis, the CD3 platform is equipped with
front-wheel drive as standard. In , all-wheel drive became an option for versions with V6
engines. In front, the chassis uses a short-long arm SLA double wishbone front suspension and
an independent multi-link twist blade rear suspension with front and rear stabilizer bars. During
its production, the Mercury Milan shared its powertrain with the Ford Fusion. The Milan did not
receive a counterpart of the Ford Fusion Sport, powered by a 3. The four-cylinder engine was
equipped with a five-speed manual transmission as standard the first manual-transmission
Mercury sedan since the Mystique , with a five-speed automatic as an option. Through its entire
production, the V6 was offered solely with a 6-speed automatic transmission shared with the
Fusion and Montego. For , the four-cylinder engines were updated with 6-speed manual and
6-speed automatic transmissions; the 6-speed automatic on V6 engines was equipped for
manually-controlled shifting "Select Shift". To distinguish the Milan from the Fusion, the model
line was fitted with model-specific front and rear fascias. Along with a waterfall-style grille
derived from the Monterey and Montego , the Milan was fitted with projector headlamps, LED
taillamps extending into the trunklid , and a bumper-mounted license plate trunklid-mounted on
the Fusion. Dependent on trim level, the Milan was fitted with imitation matte-silver trim or
imitation wood trim similar to that used in the Montego. For , the Milan underwent several minor
revisions. During the model year, a revision of interior panels led to an improvement in
side-impact protection along with an improvement in safety ratings from the Insurance Institute
for Highway Safety. As an option, a DVD-based navigation system became an option along with
a console-mounted MP3 auxiliary jack as a running change. While the rear fascia saw only a
minor revision to the taillamps, major revisions were made to the front fascia, including an
enlarged grille, and reshaped headlamps and front bumper. The interior underwent a revision,
including a redesigned dashboard. While not the first hybrid offered by Mercury, the Milan
Hybrid marked the first Mercury hybrid offered as a sedan. During its production, the Mercury
Milan was sold in six different trim levels, dependent on drivetrain configuration selected by the
owner. For , a VOGA special-edition option package was introduced, which included
model-specific white leather seats and exclusive chrome wheels. Ford set a modest sales target
of about 25, vehicles a year for the Fusion and Milan hybrids. From Wikipedia, the free
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Mercury Milan's rather unrefined power plants are neither powerful nor efficient relative to the
competition, but this is otherwise a well-rounded family sedan, with distinctive styling to boot.
With the plethora of midsize family sedans crowding today's marketplace, it's easy to lose sight
of less prominent models like the Mercury Milan. That's unfortunate, because the Milan is pretty
good at what it does. It won't wow you with its acceleration or fuel economy, but in most other
respects, the Milan is a satisfyingly competent family sedan. And while it's essentially identical
to its corporate twin, the Ford Fusion, the Milan's attractive exterior styling sets it apart in this
largely lookalike segment. Predictably, the Milan and Fusion share similar strengths and

weaknesses. Like its blue-oval brother, the Milan is based on a stretched version of the
outgoing Mazda 6 platform, which enables the midsize Mercury to combine the 6's athleticism
with appreciably more passenger room. Unlike many of its competitors, the Milan also offers
all-wheel drive on V6-powered models, a significant selling point for shoppers residing in colder
climes. And we can no longer criticize Mercury for skimping on stability control -- it's available
on every Milan. The optional Sync multimedia interface, a Ford family exclusive, is another
feather in the Milan's cap. There's only one area where the Milan could really use some
improvement, and that's under the hood. Neither the base four-cylinder engine nor the optional
V6 make the refined noises we expect to hear in modern family sedans, and they're down on
power, too. This would be easier to swallow if there were a payoff in efficiency, but there's not -the Milan's fuel-economy numbers are middling at best. Otherwise, though, the Milan is quite
enjoyable from behind the wheel, featuring above-average handling along with a commendably
cushioned ride. There's no doubt that the Mercury Milan is a solid all-around midsize sedan.
Trouble is, perennial favorites like the Honda Accord and Nissan Altima offer superior four- and
six-cylinder engines while matching the Milan in all other respects, save for the Milan's available
AWD. However, the Milan is more affordable than those models, and it is fully competitive with
similarly priced competitors like the Chevy Malibu, Hyundai Sonata and Saturn Aura. If you
don't want to pay top dollar for your next family sedan, the Milan is certainly worth a look. The
Mercury Milan midsize sedan is offered in two trim levels: base and Premier. The Milan Premier
adds inch alloy wheels, automatic headlights, automatic climate control, leather seating, an
in-dash CD changer, steering-wheel-mounted audio controls, an auto-dimming rearview mirror
and heated side mirrors with approach lamps. Some of the Premier's features are optional on
the base Milan. Option highlights include a voice-activated navigation system, an upgraded
audio system with a six-CD changer, a sunroof, a rear spoiler, heated front seats, wood-grain
interior trim and Microsoft's Sync multimedia integration system. The new Voga Spanish for
"fashion" package adds unique leather upholstery and interior trim pieces as well as exterior
chrome accents and exclusive inch wheels. The Mercury Milan's base 2. It's paired with a
standard five-speed manual transmission in the base four-cylinder Milan, while a five-speed
automatic is optional on the base model and standard on the Premier. All V6-equipped Milans
receive a six-speed automatic transmission, which is notable for limiting drivers to just two
forward-gear gates "D" and "L" , though many drivers probably won't miss the additional
manual control. For a midsize sedan, the Milan posts adequate but unremarkable fuel economy
numbers. A Milan with the 2. Antilock disc brakes, stability control, front-seat side airbags and
side-curtain airbags are standard on all Mercury Milans. A reverse parking sensor is optional. In
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration frontal-impact crash tests, the Mercury Milan
earned a top five-star rating for driver and front-passenger protection. In side-impact testing, it
earned five stars for front-occupant protection and four stars for rear occupants. In Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety frontal-offset and side-impact tests, the Milan received "Good"
ratings -- the highest possible. Wind and road noise are hushed even at freeway speeds, and
both automatic transmissions offer crisp gearchanges up or down. The V6 in particular could
use more hp and refinement, but the Milan is still an unusually rewarding family sedan from the
driver seat. The Milan's two-tone cabin seems intended to create an upscale ambiance. Satin
metallic trim is standard, and imitation wood-grain trim can be added. Ergonomics are generally
sound, though the standard-issue Ford stereo faceplate, replete with identical-looking blocky
buttons and a tiny green readout, is seriously outdated. The standard analog clock mounted
high in the center stack adds a touch of class, however. Passengers will enjoy the Milan's ample
interior dimensions. Two adults can fit in back without issues and storage space is adequate.
Moreover, the Milan's Another desirable aspect of the Milan is its optional Sync system, which
allows the integration of personal electronic devices into the center stack controls and display.
Available styles include Premier 4dr Sedan 3. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands
of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to
help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply
research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Mercury Milan. Is it better to lease or buy a
car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Check out Mercury lease specials Check out Mercury Milan
lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View

Photos. Appraise this car. Subpar engines, mediocre interior materials. Other years. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. For , stability
control is newly optional on all Milan models, though standard on none. Satellite radio is also
standard on all Milans. Additionally, the stylish Voga package debuts, offering numerous
aesthetic refinements inside and out. Read more. Write a review See all 40 reviews. It has been a
year now since I purchased my 09 Milan. I have logged only 4, miles to date, and so far no major
issues. I will say that the transmission labors a bit to shift out of first gear when it is cold
outside. But is fine once warmed up. It does get on my nerves a bit. Almost unbearable! I notice
all of the Ford products have adapted to this design. I will not purchase another Ford product
next year if they are not changed. Other than the two issues I have stated,the car is very good!
Mileage is in the mid 20's per gallon. I rarely use it on long trips due to the uncomfortable
headrests! It gives me a pain in the neck! Read less. Better than the Japanese Imports. Super
styling cues. I love the 17" multi-spoke alloys. Lots of trunk space, especially when you fold flat
the back and passenger front seats. Mercury has really raised the bar with quality materials.
Love the Microsoft Sync, 6 disc in-dash CD changer, Sirius satellite radio, and all the bells and
whistles you would pay extra for in other vehicles in its class. The ride is very controlled and
smooth with just the right amount of steering wheel tension. Turning into a parking space is
controlled, easy and tight. I got Both interior and exterior fit and finish is excellent. The SYNC
voice command system is exceptional. All vehicles should have it to make hands free cell
calling mandatory. I have had my 09 Milan for 3 months. We have taken one long trip in it. The
rest of the time has been spent driving within 50 miles of home. Right now I am getting We live
in the country so Sirrus radio is wonderful since we can't always pick up a good radio station.
See all 40 reviews of the Used Mercury Milan. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating.
Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full
safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Milan. Sign
Up. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. Good or Bad credit we can help. The number one used car dealer in the new Downtown
district - Stop in and see why! Intricately stitched leather and ergonomic design seats are
among the details in which test drivers say that Mercury Milan Premier is in a league of its own.
Our family has owned this dealership for over a century spanning 4 generations. We still
operate on the same simple principle handed down to us by our founder, Charles Dunn: Always
be as good as your word. Through two world wars, recessions and depressions, the space age
and now the information age, Dunn Chevy Buick has withstood and thrived because we never
forgot that advice. Fair pricing, friendly service, honest interaction - That's the Dunn Deal. More
information about the Mercury Milan: The Milan has a distinctive style compared to other
mid-size sedans, yet it's not any more expensive, and it has excellent handling. The Milan has a
roomy trunk, with seats that are especially easy to fold. The vehicle features best-in-class
storage space. It is one of the most versatile and user-friendly interfaces on the market. This
model sets itself apart with distinctive styling, affordable. A copy of advertised price must be
presented at time of purchase to receive any special pricing or advertised price. Prior sales are
excluded. Our caring staff will help you find the perfect car truck SUV or minivan to meet your
needs. Your happiness is our passion! We work with over 15 Lenders banks and credit unions
to find you the best rate and payments for your individual situation. All credit is accepted: No
credit Bad credit or Good credit!!! Regarding our Pricing:All of our vehicles have been
researched and strategically priced to be the most competitive in the market based on the
Mileage Condition and Options of each vehicle. Because of this our customers come from all
over the US. We have already done the shopping for YOU our Customer!!! Which means we
have paid more of a premium price ourselves to be able to offer this vehicle to you. We know
you don't want to play games when shopping for a new car and we agree. Have fun shopping
for your next car!!! Visit Auto Group of Louisville online at autogroupoflouisville. We have been
Cleveland's leading Independent dealership for over 50 years. Every vehicle we sell has been
safety inspected and serviced and is ready for immediate delivery. If you are interested in this
vehicle, it is our suggestion that you contact us at your earliest convenience, as we do turn our
inventory very quickly. In St. Peters and Fairview Heights. We feature all hand picked
Pre-Owned inventory to allow top satisfaction to our customers. Come and see us before you
make your final decision. Prior to putting this vehicle on our lot for sale, we performed a safety
inspection, oil change, and tire rotation replacing the tires if necessary. The cabin and engine
air filters have been inspected and replaced as needed. Any and all factory recalls have been
completed with parts availability. It has been cleaned and reconditioned. A vehicle history
report can be provided at your request. You are good to go! We invite you in to see why the
difference really is the dealer. Call the Sales Team direct at Hope to see you soon! Give one of
our professional sales men Curtis Kenny Mickey or Wilbert a call at or Visit us on our website at

Now you can text us from our website!!!! Looking forward to hearing from you soon!!! If you're
looking for a smooth ride, look no further than this Mercury Milan I-4 Premier with a Bluetooth, a
leather interior, heated seats, anti-lock brakes, dual airbags, and side air bag system. This one
scored a crash test rating of 5 out of 5 stars. Equipped with Bluetooth technology, enjoy your
favorite electronic devices wirelessly. This vehicle comes with leather interior you're sure to
love. Your morning commute just got brighter Your keyless entry will make your life more
convenient with a simple click for hands-free locking and unlocking. Call or visit to talk with one
of our vehicle specialists today! This Mercury Milan is equipped with a 2. It is a front wheel drive
vehicle. This Milan is equipped with power windows, power door locks, tilt steering wheel,
cruise control, heated mirrors, power driver's seat, fog lights, sunroof, keyless entry and much
more. There is some rocker panel rust on the both sides of the car. All 4 tires are in good
condition although none are the same brand. Two year, 24 month, 30, mile transferable nation
wide warranty covers the engine, transmission, drive axle, suspension, steering components,
brake components, cooling system, electrical components, seals and gaskets, towing, parts and
labor for covered components and rental benefits. Other low cost warranty plans also available
so buy with confidence knowing you are covered. Each vehicle is thoroughly inspected and
marked with our best, no hassle price up front. We offer free home delivery up to miles from the
dealership. If you may be interested in this service please let one of our team members know.
Only , Miles! This vehicle has gone through the Motorcars Toyota reconditioning process but
still may be in need of cosmetic or mechanical repairs at the time of purchase. Customer
assumes all responsibilities for those repairs. A list of needed mechanical repairs based upon
our visual inspection will be provided along with costs to repair them and will be signed by the
buyer at time of delivery. The vehicle has been inspected and is considered to be safe but may
still be in need of repairs that are not safety related. This vehicle is being offered to the public at
discount prices before being sent to the auction and is being sold AS-IS. Please call for more
information. Recent Arrival! Please stop in and see us today or call is directly at ! COM for more
information. We have the area's largest selection of pre-owned vehicles at the lowest prices
available, over in stock to choose from! Financing for all credit tiers and extended warranties
available. Please contact our sales department for more information about this vehicle or the
rest of our inventory. Call , view our website Open 7 days a week! As a GM 'Mark of Excellence
Award' winner for Outstanding Sales, Customer Satisfaction and Service in Pittsburgh for over
ten years, our pricing strategy is simple, you get our best prices on all our vehicles, not just the
stock numbers in an Ad, and we will not be beat! Fuel economy calculations based on original
manufacturer data for trim engine configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the included
equipment by calling us prior to purchase. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save
Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Trim
Base 18 Premier Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 46 Manual 3. Cylinders 4
cylinders 5 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops.
Recently added listings. No accidents. Not provided. Check Availability. New Listing. Showing 1
- 18 out of 59 listings. Overall Consumer Rating. It has been a year now since I purchased my 09
Milan. I have logged only 4, miles to date, and so far no major issues. I will say that the
transmission labors a bit to shift out of first gear when it is cold outside. But is fine once
warmed up. It does get on my nerves a bit. Almost unbearable! I notice all of the Ford products
have adapted to this design. I will not purchase another Ford product next year if they are not
changed. Other than the two issues I have stated,the car is very good! Mileage is in the mid 20's
per gallon. I rarely use it on long trips due to the uncomfortable headrests! It gives me a pain in
the neck! Read more. Read less. Sign Up. The Mercury Milan midsized sedan is very agile and
satisfying to drive. It has a sporty feel, with the V6 and automatic transmission also making for a
smooth and responsive powertrain. The four-cylinder is a bit coarse. The interior is well made
and space is generous. In most cases, automotive warranties are based on the vehicle
identification number VIN , and the warranty will be valid regardless of ownership. The
dealership can tell you exactly how much warranty is left. The Reliability score is based on our
latest subscriber survey of Mercury Milan owners. The owner comments describe problems
respondents experienced with this vehicle. Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master
cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. This had the
effect of reducing the braking power and made me think the brakes had failed completely when I
had to exit the freeway later. It is a common problem and I received a recall notice for it this
year. First two recovered in two days. Last time keeping going down, but stopped car with
effort. Repaired, waiting for refund on recall. Happened twice over a year. Both times recovered
in few days. This year happened again. Did not recover. Dealer replace ABS unit. Brakes now
ok. Stopping when failed required extra effort. Some danger". The dealer was good enough to

pay half the cost for the repair, but was still very expensive". It was a part of a greater engine
management system. I am now using the car without ABS. I drove cars for decades without ABS
and feel safe, but it's no longer an ideal winter car. Common for this age vehicle in upstate New
York with snowy roads treated with sand and salt". I immediately called Midas and drove to their
shop. I think this is not acceptable. I was told it was due to winter conditions in Chicago. I now
live in Alabama so I will see how it goes". The brakes started making a noise I didn't like, but
this is a regular mainenance kind of problem on a car with miles on it. I felt repair cost too
high". Now the new rotors are making the same grinding noise, and at last dealer visit was told
rotors had to be replac". Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment,
steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel
balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. I added fluid, but it was
pumped out almost immediately. Car was transported to dealer. Hose and fluid were replaced
under extended warranty. Repair was completed in 24 hours". Muffler, pipes, catalytic
converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Eventually, one was replaced for free, but issues remain
with the airbag warning light always coming on. Power or manual windows, locks and latches,
tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof,
convertible top. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery
cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure,
spark plugs and wires failure. Dealership replaced a module which was no longer covered under
my extended warranty. No further trouble has occurred". Shop suggested not worth the cost to
repair it. Not a drive-ability issue. Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine
mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose
interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission
computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping
transmission. Next time I will type my response in a word processor and copy and paste here.
Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Dealer extended the
drain hose from inside cabin into the engine bay fixing the drainage back-flow into the cabin.
Web search should this to be a common problem". Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body
control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior
lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. Radiator,
cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Engine rebuild or
replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt.
Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e.
Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this
message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information
here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance?
Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. Used Mercury Milan Change Vehicle. There are
6 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. See All. Owner Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests.
Road Test Results. Performance Performance. Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are
conducted on a smooth, flat pavement straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a
vehicle takes to reach 60 mph from a standstill with the engine idling. Transmission
Transmission Transmission performance is determined by shifting smoothness, response,
shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We
perform our own fuel-economy tests, independent of the government's often-quoted EPA
figures and the manufacturers' claims. Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into
the fuel line, we run two separate circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's
Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel
usage on a prescribed city course and highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed
driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The
braking rating is a composite of wet and dry stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking
distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked. Emergency Handling Emergency Handling
Several factors go into the rating, including the avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as
well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how
well the suspension isolates and absorbs road imperfections and how steady it keeps the body
on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level
in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable
the front seat is for drivers of various heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our
judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is for two passengers to sit across. Emissions
Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the
amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year.
This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best. Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog
Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and smog-forming airborne pollutants the

vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better.
Reliability History Reliability History The reliability charts are based on responses on hundreds
of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers
reported on any serious problems they had with their vehicles during the past 12 months that
they considered serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble
spots included in the table below. The results are presented relative to the average model that
year. Extra weight is given to the more serious areas such as major engine or transmission
problems. Based on this data and further analysis, we predict reliability for the latest year. An X
indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major
Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain
or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer,
engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator,
cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Transmission Major
Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement.
Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission
computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping
transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction To learn about
satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than half a million
vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by answering one simple
question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or lease the same model?
In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving experience, comfort,
value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving Experience Includes
acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate control, noise, and ride.
Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid? Styling Styling How it
looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS available, standard
from Side and head protection air bags available, standard from ESC available in , standard
from Drive Wheels. AWD , Front. Coverage varies among versions of this vehicle. Read more
about extended warranties. Body Styles. Transmissions Available. Engines Available. What
Owners Say. The dealer was good enough to pay half the cost for the repair, but was still very
expensive" Cherri K. Common for this age vehicle in upstate New York with snowy roads
treated with sand and salt" Chris C. I felt repair cost too high" John W. Understandable" Chris
C. Now the new rotors are making the same grinding noise, and at last dealer visit was told
rotors had to be replac" Anonymous, DC Mercury Milan Premier 3. Alignment "The vehicle had
to be aligned" Irwin R. Repair was completed in 24 hours" J D. Doors or sliding doors "driver
side door cannot be opened from the inside but can from the outside" Christine H. Body control
module "The engine would start and idle, but would not engage drive or reverse. No further
trouble has occurred" Rachel T. Rust "trunk deck where trunk lid meets near keyhole inside
right rear wheelwell" Anonymous, NY Mercury Milan Base 2. Transmission sensor or solenoid
"not sure what happened here either your page reset or Firefox did a reset because everything I
typed here in the last minutes disappeared and I do not feel like typing it over again.
Transmission rebuild or replacement "There is a long delay in shifting from first to second gear
for several years" Anonymous, MN Mercury Milan Base 2. Condenser "condensate did not drain
to the outside but wet the passenger and rear passenger carpeted areas. Web search should
this to be a common problem" D M. See All Trouble Spots. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop
Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation
Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. A majority of
all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and
rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been
collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car
shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For
more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better
purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped
used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American
cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with
the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies,
service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to
publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent
reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the
Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
2006 volvo xc70 owners manual
66 mustang turn signal switch wiring diagram
2005 saturn ion clutch master cylinder

d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

